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Arthur and his freinds talk about the third grades memories and they talk about what the fourth grade
would be like.
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The Last Day of Summer Vacation
Arthur is Copyright Marc Brown
This story happens one day before the first day of school.
Arthur and his friends are sitting in the Sugar Bowl, they were impartial to
the fact about entering the fourth grade.
They all started to think how life was going to be like in the fourth grade.
"I think fourth grade will be easier." Arthur said calmly
"Are you crazy, we will probably have some sort of inhuman monster or someone
who gives mountains of homework?" Buster replied "I remember it like yesterday;
we were all in a simpler time when we were all in the third grade."
"Oh boy." Sue Ellen joked "Buster is going to tell a story."
"Maybe it will be a tall tale." George suggested
"Buster should I say some of the memories before you blow them out of
proportion?" Arthur asked
"George and Sue Ellen have no faith in me." Buster grumbled
"Well you claim to see aliens all the time so it is only fair." Arthur
replied
"Ready to begin?" Fern asked
"Yes, I remember it like yesterday." Arthur started "We were all in the third
grade."
As Arthur begins his story, Binky, Muffy, the Brain, Prunella, Marina and
Jenna come up to listen to the memories of the third grade, as they were all
sitting in different areas of the Sugar Bowl.
"Ok more visitors to hear what some of us have to say." Arthur said calmly
"We were all in the third grade with the exception of Prunella and Marina."
Prunella and Marina just smile.
"We would laugh, we would cry we would do all sorts of fun things in the
third grade, we would go on field trips to really cool places." Arthur said
calmly
"We would learn about different things." Fern continued were Arthur left off
"We would sleep over at the museum listening to Binky complain."
Buster was starting to feel depressed but did not show it.
"We would go to Clark Caves, laugh at Francine and Mr. Ratburn get scared off
by bats." Sue Ellen added "We would learn about elections and watch three
certain classmates go through a mock electoral process."
"Then we would have Bug Week and the Strawberry festival, we would see some
argue about clubs, and watch Sue Ellen intervene when Binky's hobby got out of



hand."
Binky just laughs nervously; Buster continues to get a bit more depressed.
"Then we would see ourselves face a fire, and watch Francine throw up in the
cafeteria that was cool." Binky commented
"In the third grade was a set in a more simpler time, the world seemed to all
make sense, and there was not a care in the world for all of us, we learned many
things from our teacher." Sue Ellen said happily "We had fun, but now play time
is over."
Buster was really depressed but didn't show it.
"Well we all have to leave enjoy your last day of summer vacation Buster"
Fern said happily "We got to prepare for tomorrow."
"I guess I will stay here and remember these precious memories." Buster
replied
Arthur and his friends leave. Right after they leave Buster starts to cry.
The End
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